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What happened this month
May was quite the month filled with chickens! Rent
a Coop provided PAL with three chicken brooder, 6
seven day old chicks, and 21 fertilized eggs. Students
were given the opportunity to care for the chicks while
watching the chickens develop inside the eggs. Our
furry feathered friends were filled with a lot of energy
and gave the classrooms a comforting aura as they
chirped along their business. It took 21 days for the eggs
to be fully developed and some scholars were able to
watch the eggs actually hatch! We learned that although
all of the eggs looked the same on the outside, it’s what
matters on the inside that creates a healthy (and
sometimes funny looking) animal.
We had a blast taking care of the chickens and
eggs, and at the end of their 4 week visit, they were
returned to the farm to grow into big healthy chickens.

PS-2nd Grade schedule

The older chicken is the white one
surrounded by the 2-day old chicks.
Every chicken is different!

3rd-5th grade schedule

4:10-4:30

Supper

4:10-4:50

Homework

4:35-5:15

Homework

4:55-5:10

Supper

5:15

Break

5:15

Break

5:20-6:05

PAL Lesson

5:20-6:05

PAL Lesson

6:10

Prepare for Dismissal

6:10

Prepare for Dismissal

6:15

Dismissal Begins

6:15

Dismissal Begins

Summer camp at Anne Beers
Summer camp will be at Anne Beers this year. In order for your child to sign up for
PAL Camp, they must first enroll into summer school through DCPS. Come to the PAL office
on a Tuesday or Thursday and meet with Ms. Hambrick to get the ball rolling. After your
child has been accepted into summer school, we can place them on the PAL roster. Get this
done sooner than later because spots are filling up!

Summer camp is for students K-5 during the 2014-2015 School Year.
Camp starts on June 29 and ends July 31. During these 5 weeks, your scholar will learn about
rainforest animals and go on a field trip hosted by PAL every Friday (all costs included). Along
with PAL lessons and field trips, we will have designated reading specialists and science lessons to broaden and strengthen your child’s knowledge. By reinforcing reading and math skills
during the summer, your child will not fall behind at the beginning of next school year.
If you have any questions, comments, or concerns about applying, call the PAL phone number
below.
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PAL Student of the Month
The Student of the Month is awarded to the scholars who show the most enthusiasm to participate in our PAL lessons. We
hope that by acknowledging our students’ efforts, they will be encouraged to positively interact with the animals, staff
members, and other students. Congratulations to the following students for being exemplary scholars with PAL!

PAL has had a great year with your scholars! We are taking this month’s Student
of the Month column to congratulate all of our scholars on their exceptional
year of learning and excitement. Without their dedication and kindness, we
would have had a very traumatic and stressful year. A special congratulations
goes out to our Pre Kindergarteners, Kindergarteners, and Fifth Graders who
have officially been promoted to the next grade level. We wish you a happy and
successful summer and a kind and prosperous school year. PAL loves you!

Upcoming Dates:
June 19– NO PAL
June 29– First day of PAL Camp
MAKE SURE YOU SIGN YOUR CHILD
OUT AT DISMISSAL! This is important so
we know that your child has been picked up
safely.
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